
Double Guns And Custom Gunsmithing:
Unlocking the World of Exquisite Firearms
Craftsmanship and Precision Shooting
Gunsmithing is an ancient art that dates back centuries. It encompasses the
craftsmanship required to build, customize, repair, and maintain firearms. One
particular branch of gunsmithing that has risen in popularity is the mastery of
double guns and custom gunsmithing. Whether you are an avid hunter, a
competitive shooter, or a firearm enthusiast, the world of double guns and custom
gunsmithing offers a unique blend of elegance, performance, and precision. In
this article, we will delve into the fascinating world of double guns and explore the
craftsmanship involved in custom gunsmithing, unraveling the allure of these
exceptional firearms.

A Closer Look at Double Guns

Double guns are firearms with two barrels that can either be side by side or over
and under. They are predominantly used in hunting and shooting sports due to
their versatility and the ability to fire two consecutive shots without having to
reload. These elegant firearms have a long history, dating back to the 17th
century, and are sought after for their aesthetic appeal, balance, and quick
pointability.

Side by Side or Over and Under

The side by side configuration features two barrels placed alongside each other,
horizontally. This design is favored by traditionalists and provides a classic feel.
On the other hand, the over and under design has one barrel stacked on top of
the other, offering a more streamlined and modern look. Both designs have their



own merits and are chosen based on personal preference, shooting style, and the
intended purpose of the firearm.
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The Artistry of Engraving

One of the most captivating aspects of double guns is the engraving that adorns
them. Gunsmiths often employ master engravers who painstakingly etch intricate
designs onto the metal surfaces of the firearm. This labor-intensive process
transforms the gun into a true work of art. Common themes for engravings
include game scenes, scrollwork, and personalized designs, with a range of
techniques and styles available to suit individual tastes.

Custom Gunsmithing: Tailoring Firearms to Perfection

Custom gunsmithing is an avenue that allows firearm enthusiasts to take their
love for firearms to the next level. It involves tailoring a firearm to suit individual
preferences, improving performance, and enhancing aesthetics. An expert
custom gunsmith possesses a deep understanding of firearm mechanics and is
capable of fine-tuning various components, ensuring an optimized shooting
experience. Let's explore some of the key aspects of custom gunsmithing:
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Barrel Work and Accuracy

One of the core components that undergo customization is the barrel. Gunsmiths
can perform barrel modifications to enhance accuracy, such as re-crowning the
muzzle, modifying the choke, or even replacing the barrel altogether. These
adjustments can significantly improve the precision of the firearm, allowing for
tighter shot groups and better overall performance.

Trigger Enhancement and Consistency

The trigger is another critical aspect of any firearm, and custom gunsmithing can
breathe new life into its performance. The gunsmith may perform trigger jobs,
reducing the weight of the trigger pull, minimizing creep, and enhancing overall
smoothness. By enhancing the consistency and sensitivity of the trigger, custom
gunsmithing can transform an average shooting experience into one of precision
and control.

Stock Fitting and Comfort

The stock of a firearm plays a vital role in its comfort and usability. Custom
gunsmiths can modify or replace stocks to ensure a perfect fit for the shooter.
This involves considering factors such as length of pull, drop at comb, cast, and
pitch to optimize ergonomics. A well-fitted stock can significantly enhance
shooting comfort, reduce recoil, and improve overall accuracy.

The Allure of Double Guns and Custom Gunsmithing

The world of double guns and custom gunsmithing offers a captivating
experience for firearm enthusiasts. These exceptional firearms, with their
sophisticated designs and meticulous craftsmanship, bring together the worlds of
art and performance. Whether it's the timeless elegance of a side by side double



gun or the sleek modernity of an over and under, these firearms possess an aura
that sets them apart.

Custom gunsmithing adds another layer to this allure. It allows passionate
shooters to personalize their firearms, fine-tuning them to fit their individual needs
and preferences. The expertise of a skilled gunsmith can unlock the true potential
of a firearm, enhancing its accuracy, usability, and overall shooting experience.
Owning a custom-crafted firearm is like possessing a tailored piece of functional
art, a testament to one's dedication and appreciation for the finer things in life.

Double guns and custom gunsmithing are an enthralling combination that invites
firearm enthusiasts into a world of elegance, precision, and craftsmanship.
Whether you are drawn to the classic beauty of a side by side or the sleekness of
an over and under, double guns offer a unique shooting experience. When
combined with the artistry and skill of custom gunsmithing, these firearms
become more than just tools—they become heirlooms and symbols of dedication
to the craft. So, embark on your journey into the world of double guns and custom
gunsmithing, and witness the fusion of tradition and innovation in the realm of
firearms.
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The burgeoning popularity of double guns (both over/unders and side-by-sides) in
the United States is no secret, and few gunmakers know more about them than
Steven Dodd Hughes, who has been building, repairing, and customizing these
firearms for three decades.
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